


About
Appknox is the world’s most powerful plug and play security platform helping 
Developers, Security Researchers and Enterprises to build a safe and secure mobile 
ecosystem using a system plus human approach to outsmart smartest hackers.

With enterprise clients spanning across US, Europe, Middle East & Asia, Appknox is 
crafting an enviable growth story in their space.

Context Overview
Appknox believes in having an open and transparent culture right from inception. Their 
open and collaborative culture helped the team to support each other, especially during 
trying times. The discipline of Quarterly Business Reviews, stand-ups and all-hands 
meets with all teams enabled them with wins especially from a technical forefront such 
as raising of funds.

All growth stories have their share of challenges..

To accelerate the growth of the organization further, Appknox needed to push beyond 
the comfort zones & set practices in order to achieve breakthrough results.

• The Leadership team was diverted with day to day operational priorities leading to 
lack of clarity and alignment on common goals.

• Teams/individuals were unsure how they were impacting the larger organization 
goals.

• Teams had limited clarity on where the organization was heading, or the wins and 
positives.

• Team efforts were not adding up and the organization was not growing at the           
intended pace.

• The Leadership team could see a clear need to drive focus , accountability and   
alignment across all levels in  the company.
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https://www.appknox.com/


The Solution
Appknox implemented the Objectives & Key Results (OKRs) framework to break silos, 
align teams cross-functionally and vertically. With Fitbots OKRs Software & Coaching, 
the OKRs journey became easier for Appknox for driving goals to outcomes.

New to OKRs?  Download our popular e-book on ‘ABC of OKRs’ and learn all about 
OKRs in under 10 minutes!

The Pay-off?  

A transformed culture as AppKnox aligned to Growth.

Major Shift brought about by using Fitbots OKRs was pinning down accountability and 
driving alignment at all levels thereby leading to -
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• Increased Team involvement & Engagement   
in driving team and organizational goals.

• Improved  clarity in teams’ contribution to 
the organization goals which was a result of   
aligning and linking OKRs to Company OKRs.

• Faster Decision Making at every level as       
everyone knew what they need to do, what to 
focus on and what blockers need attention. 

• With scale, every new member had clarity 
     on how the team was contributing                                                                 
     and what role they played in the journey. 

https://fitbots-v8.webflow.io/okr-ebooks/okrs-foundations


Specific Use-Cases on how Appknox drove business 
value and through Fitbots OKRs

A. Improved Top Line through Shared KRs between Sales and 
      Marketing

Before OKRs: 

They focused on ‘Tasks’, not on ‘Outcomes’. Weekly calls between the Sales and 
Marketing team was more of a discussion on what’s happening, what’s going on.

After OKRs: 

A shift of focus on outcomes and metrics-driven discussions helped the team in 
visualizing progress & impacting Organization revenue goals with greater clarity.

Outcome: Increase in Top of the Funnel (TOFU) which impacted revenue goals directly.

B. Resolved Customer Issues with 85% less turnaround time by 
     bi-directionally aligning teams

Before OKRs: 

There was a heavy inflow of technical and customer queries on the product. With 
the Customer Support team and technical teams working in silos, ticket closures 
took a long time.

After OKRs: 

For a customer-centric organization like Appknox, it was a top priority to 
resolve customer issues at the earliest. Leveraging the benefit of OKRs, 
both the Customer Support team and technical team picked up the 
priority as a bi-directional KR and set up a complete process to drive 
metrics around it.
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Marketing team worked on ‘X’ Marketing Qualified Leads/Month to help Sales 
achieve Y Sales Qualified Lead (SQLs)/Month.

Targeted enterprise leads through tracking funnels for longer sales cycles.

Shared outcomes & KRs between both the teams helped 
them resolve issues faster fostering a culture of 
accountability and collaboration.  



Outcome: Reduced turnaround time on resolving Customer queries by 85%.

C.  Built long-term value for Appknox customers through Customer  
      Value Metrics

One of the direct customers of Appknox is Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) 
whose goal is to have 100% secure applications. In order to help CISOs succeed, the 
teams needed to create robust test cases from time to time and implement them to have 
automated assessments. 

Before OKRs: 

Due to time/resources constraint, creation and roll-out of test cases always took a back 
seat. None of the teams took ownership to drive the same.

After OKRs: 

Outcome:  Increased the release of test cases from X to Y every quarter for improved 
security.
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Implementing and sustaining OKRs 
“Pick up things that can be accomplished in a quarter, else it might 
demotivate teams. Discipline of weekly check-ins is a must to 
sustain OKRs.”

Shared outcomes & KRs between both the teams helped them resolve issues faster 
fostering a culture of accountability and collaboration.

They set up internal processes to classify Technical Requests (TRs) / Customer      
Requests (CRs) and set up SLAs as per high / med / low requests.

The Technical team picked up the TRs from JIRA and solved it within SLA; the      
Customer Support managed CRs in the same way. 

Security team and product team took the customer-value metrics to improve 
product security.

Security team wrote and added test cases while Product team implemented those 
test cases.

Harshit Agarwal
CEO and Founder, Appknox
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Contact us for a 30 min free consultation on OKRs 
or  Start a Free Trial!

www.fitbots.com

https://fitbots-v8.webflow.io/okr-coaching#coaching-pg-form
https://fitbots-v8.webflow.io/try-it-free
http://www.fitbots.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fitbots/mycompany/

